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Intelligent key strips.
Choose a lockable/non-lockable
solution. Easily mounted on the
wall or in a security cabinet.

NEW!
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Intelligent key strips for cabinet and wall mounting.
Pair your keys with the IntelliPin key peg and place them in the KeyRack system's lockable/nonlockable key strips, directly on the wall or in a cabinet. It couldn't be easier to obtain an overview
and total control of your key stock. With KeyRack, you can expand your intelligent key storage up to
a maximum of 66 strips with 924 unique key places. Get maximum overview by mounting directly
on the wall or maximum security by mounting in one or more security cabinets – you choose.
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The KeyRack system gives you flexibility, security and fast
access. Store keys in open view or hidden in one or more
security cabinets. Expand strip by strip as required.
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Security is the primary consideration.
A flexible and easily installed solution
for your security cabinets.
Easily mounted in rated cabinets.
Expand your system of key strips as
required in one or more rated cabinets and
at the same time secure the keys against
theft and fire. Easy installation, easy key
management and maximum overview of
each individual key.

Mount directly on the wall
With the KeyRack key strip mounted directly on the wall, you obtain
a guaranteed overview and fast access to each unique key. You can
freely combine lockable/non-lockable strips and easily expand the
system to meet your needs.

Lock | Unlock
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A complete range.
An expandable, transparent and lockable total solution.
Convenient control and overview, direct from your computer.
The KeyWin PC application keeps track of each separate key via the IntelliPin
key peg. Pair the IntelliPin and key together, then place them on the strip on
the wall or in a cabinet. Each separate IntelliPin carries a unique ID, which
means you can easily identify the status of individual keys directly via your PC.

Good order down to the smallest detail.

NEW

Lock | Unlock
Choose between locked
and unlocked key places
for increased security.

Identification

Intelligent key peg

KeyRack recognises and identifies each

Even if the actual IntelliPin key peg isn’t

individual key peg. A LED on the key strip

intelligent, it is thanks to each peg's unique

also shows which key(s) are available

identity that all the possibilities open up.

with a given user's rights.

Lock | Unlock

Lockable/non-lockable peg
IntelliPin is available in two versions. Non-lockable pegs give an alarm
immediately when the key is removed without authorisation first being
given via the KeyWin software. Lockable pegs go a step further, and
physically lock the key/peg in the strip. Both versions guarantee security
and an overview of all your keys.
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KEYWIN5 – Smart and easy.
SKÅP Administration, Event log and
KeyWin 5 software consists of only three views:
Settings.
+ -Each is optimised to simplify your daily key management.
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simple and intuitive. To connect a user to a key,
simply click on the key and choose “To Connect”.
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Always upgraded
KeyWin5 is licence based – this means that you are
always upgraded to the latest version. As soon as a
new version is available, KeyWin asks you if you want

User-Friendly

Police

Invest

Office

Solutions

Mining
Companies

Update

to install
it. | Unlock
Lock

Lock | Unlock

KeyWin is also available as a web
application, which gives you the option to access the control program
even from a computer on which the
Update
| Unlock
software
is notLock
installed.
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Contact
If you would like more information, please contact us
or one of our dealers. You can find more information
and contact details for your nearest dealer
at www.creone.com.
Creone AB
Tel.: +46 (0) 140 38 61 80
Fax: +46 (0) 140 38 61 89
Email: mailbox@creone.com
Office Address: Malmgatan 8, 573 38 Tranås, Sweden
Postal address: Box 148, S-573 22 Tranås, Sweden

Dealers

